
Press release  
IMMAGINAZIONE Cultural Association organises an International Exhibit  

RUOTANDO -TURNING 
 giro in giro nell’arte contemporanea - moving along contemporary art. 

 
Where 

Garage Milano -  Via Achille Maiocchi 5/7 – Milan - Italy 
When 

From May 18th  To May 26th 2013 
Vernissage 

May 18th 6:00 PM  
Presentation by Professor Vanna Mazzei. Live performance by students coming from Milanese arts 

highschools that will built a sculpture representing the car which will be the symbol of the start of this 
journey.    

Finissage 
     May 24th 6:00 PM 

QAGI-Quantum Art Group International Association presents  “From the chaos to entangement” 
Performances in three times: music, poetry, art. 

 
The exhibit RUOTANDO proposes a trip whit no destination and rules among the expressions of 
contemporary art, the main purpose is to find a sort of line that can connect different thoughts and 
expressions in order to create a possible idea of the future. People are looking for the real meaning of their 
existence and their ways of communication, even though they are perplex because of the variety of languages 
and models. 
While people are travelling, they get involved with different messages, languages, cultures and thoughts 
closely related with each other, and this connection makes them confused, curious and it makes them think, 
hope and propose 
People are unable to find a way out, they haven’t a destination and they keep on moving along paintings, 
sculptures, videos, pictures and works of artists coming from all over the world, who are looking for the 
heart of the matter which people could hang on to find the sense of existence. 
The main goal of the first stop of this trip is to look for answers into artists’ works. This works represent 
typical moments and landscapes of our time, starting from the beginning of XX century till nowadays: 
Orazio BARBAGALLO, Giovanni BLANDINO, Nino CASSANI, Giovanni CONSERVO, Fausta DOSSI, 
Agenore FABBRI, Martin GERULL, Koh-emon HATTORI, Ho KAN, Ibrahim KODRA, Matteo 
LAUSETTI, Alfredo MAZZOTTA, Eros PELLINI, Salvatore SEBASTE. 
All the options created by these artists have given the chance to achieve a more extended theme that involved 
artists coming from all over the world.  

In the second step of this trip it is possible to find works by: Silvana ABBIEZZI, Antonino ATTINA, 
Vincenzo BALENA, Rita BERTRECCHI, Luciano BOCCARDINI, Claudio BOTTURA, Battista 
BREVIGLIERO, Renata BUTTAFAVA, Luisa CAERONI, Paolo CIACCHERI, Clelia CORTEMIGLIA, 
Gianni DADDA, Adalgisa DI BATTISTA, Ezechiele LEANDRO, Alessandro FERGOLA, Ornella 
FEROLDI, Alba FOLCIO, Roberto GHISELLINI, Tommaso GIOCOLADELLI, Giovanna IRDI 
GIANNAKOULAS, Robert LABOR, Italo MAPELLI, Sandra MARZORATI, Vito MELE, Elke 
MEULEMDIJKS, Roberta MUSI, Paola PARAMATTI, Vera PASQUOTTI, Marco PEDRONI, Lucio 
PERNA, Edy PERSICHELLI, Barbara PIETRASANTA, Miriam PRACCHI, Pier Paolo QUAGLIA, Lucilla 



RESTELLI, Maria Luisa RITORNO, Alejandrina SOLARES, Silvana SPENNATI, Lella SPEZIALI,  
Franco TARANTINO,  Armando TINNIRELLO, Cinzia VENEGONI ROCCHI, Ermanno VOLPI,  Zoran 
VUCKOVIC, Johan WAHLSTROM, Monica WOLF, Franco ZINGARETTI. 

This trip ends with a surprising third stop where it is possible to find proposals made by technicians and 
architects that suggest new solutions to make the future more sustainable.  
 

- Professor and Engineer Gianni VERNAZZA from the University of Genova –Italy-, director of 
Inter-academic National Group for telecommunications reflects on: Mobility, problems and future 
developments. 

  
- Landscape Architects Tali DINUR and Keren SUHAMI from Haifa –Israel- present a brave and 

original project: “On the way” Park. The project won as the best project at a young landscape 
architects contest "Tomorrows Landscape/view" (sponsored by Ackerstein Israel) was held in 
December 2011. It aimed at anticipating how will landscape architecture be at 2020.We suggested a 
new concept that will meet the future user needs and surrounding. 
 

- QAGI-Quantum Art Group International Association from Milan –Italy- presents: “From the chaos 
to entanglement”. Artists: Elena CARVALHO, Gabriele CAVAGNA, Elisabetta DENTI , Roberto 
DENTI, Gabriella FABBRI, Maurizio GATTI, LI JIN, Pinuccia MAZZOCCO, Massimo  
PREGNOLATO, TANG XUECUN, TANG ZHENG, Alessandro TESTA. Participate Emilio 
Vavarella e Nuovo Mondo Ora. 

 
Video projection works by Paul MALONE 
It’s an interesting and stimulating show, its formula and the chosen works are definitely very innovative.  

 
Vanna Mazzei, President of IMMAGINAZIONE Association took care of this project,  

with the expert advices of Fausta Dossi and Alfredo Mazzotta (artists) 
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